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ABSTRACT

Thisitudy attempted to clarify the concept ',program',
by systematically examining the -Ube of the term "program." The term
was examined as it is used. in ordinary language and in adult
education literature. After analysis. of. the term within these !two
contexts, a typology was developed from the uses identified. The .'
typology was then,utilized as an .aid in determining those variables
affecting the validity' of propositionS, containing the term flprogramu
or concepts referred to in the use of te term. The:iesults.indicated

4:that there were five. senses Of uprogr' en that is,,,,system, plan, ,

document, performance, and planning. Th implications that these
results. have for the. -`adult eduCator are noted. They are: (1) the term
"program" should be explicitly-defined if it iszto be used as a 1

/

should not be abandoned;--(3) Hosper's idea/.
symbol to communicate. .a concept witbin-adseful,prinCiple; 60 the
use of the term "prograMu shou
of .defining and accompanying charaCteristics can bOusedas'a basis /.
for.clarifyin§ other adulti)edncation central terms .,and concepts; and
(4) if there,is a cause- effect relationship between\iiarious sehses*-
"program" then further. study is needed of the various,things that /Can
go wrong, and which mitigate the cause-effect relationship. ,
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The purpose 1fthii study-was to clarify the concept

by systeMaticallyexamining the use of the tern '"program "; first, in'
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ordinary language, 'and second, in the literatUre of'adult education.

After the use of the term "program" was analyzed in these contexts, a,.

typology was developed from the uses Identified in the analysis.

Following this, the Study focused on the utilization of-the typology

as an aid in the determination of variables that affect the validity

of propCiltioni.that contain the.te "prograe-Or concepts referred
.t.

7\
to in the use.Of the term.

Significance of the Problem

When a concept, such as program, serves as a variable '1n a

proposition, it becomes a central concept within that proposition and

the general ty.of_the proposition itself is affected by the clarity'
- /

.(or lack of clarity)-Of-thedentral cOndept.

In some instancesxeseArchers and authors stipulate a defini-

tion that only includes zome of ordinary denotative and connotative

uses,while excluding other interpretations. 'gore often, though,

research results in adult education are,ma available without a con-

textual reference 1-or these central concepts effect Of the.

ambiguous communication of. a 'central Concept, such as. program, is that

princiOles derived from research are applied to inappropriate levels of

yq
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practice. What follows is that the practitfoneviinds the principle

useless or in optsl,fin-t- e realiiation of the intended goal.

-
- -Thus the analysiSNpf the use of the term 'program'.' may have signi-

r

/-

ficance in two ways. First, analyeis can lend--clarification to the meaning

-- --of the word; that is,. how the word is used as a symbol in communicating -an

I

idea or thing both in ordit4 language and in adult education. 'Second;
, _

as the concept program is analyzed in its contextual use, attention is

focused On how its use can affect associated variables. In this instance,.
.

......

clarification can assist in setting the parameters of.the.assumptiOns
a ,.

upon which a hypothesis is predicated and the generalization,thafts the

result of the test of hypothesis.

.

Framework of the Study -,
,

. .
'. .

First, techniques of conceptual analysiawerelized-tO-discoVer
. ,

the various interpretatioeti.thatbaY be givett:*0 thelterM proram.I This

. .

,analysis was pursuedlOrdinaZy4anguage and also in the more specialized

. .

language of adUlt:edu6atiOni- .

Second, the investigat&on-locutiecLqnthe use of 'program" as a

.referentwithie'propOsitions that arereIated to educationalresearCh

and/or'praCtice.;:. data that 'were obtained in the analysis of uses of

.(.

Jr.

t:

the tepxyprograte wereUtiliZed to...construct a typology, and teSt, in a
, --

-....._ _ ,. _ . ..
.

. .

. ,

. . .

manner, generalizatiotitt drawn from some of the research and expert
. . ,

.opinionibase:in the field'otadtateducation.

I.,
Techniques of coiceptuat analyits.

Conceptual analysit,lalsojeferred.tO as philosophical

. ,

or

ks
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tinguistic. analysis,. unlike experimental or qmaL-experimenta research,

.

does' not convergeentests of hypotheses. HAthervphilo ical inquiry
r>

about the nature of A concept focuses on how the word or words are used

to communicate the:image:that islt4endereci.by the concept.

This study followed: guidelines estabIished.by Austin (1961,1962);

Black ( 1954) .11losperev(1967); Scheffler'(1960); Soltis (1968); and WilsOn

:Conceptual analysis as a legitimate activity with a variety of
, .. .4

\
techniques,is a relatively recent development (established about 30 years;,

- . \

l 1 .

Wilson, 1961; p. vii) within the diicipline'of Philopophy,Wilson-(1963)
.

4.--s- la/

.
.,

in r44 eviewing_the nature of conceptualanalysis duggeits the berefU ese
. ):

,,,,,,

. .

'Of this field of study in the 'following excerpt..
.

The importance ofthe aims,ofConceptual analysis is generally
i ! agreed. What is not fuilV'graspedie that conceptual analysis

is a specialized subject i.n,'ixs own il right, with its ewn techniques':

.that-general questions, and indeed all questioons,invol4ing abstract
concepts', cannot be tackled.withoutithese techniques in any but
the:Most feeble And confused manner: and that, the techniques can

.

in fact be'taUght ....- : (p, vAti.).---

The techniques of conceptual analysis are utiliged when the

meaning of an utterance is ambiguous-reither because it istoo general
'1.?

and allows for a multitude of interpretatiofr or it is O specific at

it, rules out a range of_normally_accepted cases. Wilson (1963)-a1

these-"Questions of Concept" (pp. 3-20). He explains this by writing,

"Questions-of concept, thmn,rare not questions of fact: nor are
they questions of value: nor are they questions concerned with.
,the meanings of words, or the definitions of words. . . . they
are concerned with the uses of words, and with the criteria or
principles by which those uses,are determined (p. 11).
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Philosophers who write about analyzing concepts suggest a

variety of techniques that may $e-uttLized.when questions of- concept

arise. .Generally, however, they tend to look_arthe meaning of a word

of .a(as a symbol of.a concept) in one or both of the'follofing. approaches:

2-4) By the way the word is used\ 'd by its role in- the language and
.

Life of Peeple; and (2) the me hod nd means by which statements con-
.-:. ,

;detaining the! word are checked fortiut and falsity.

Speific chniques of Conceptua analysis vary from one author.
, I..

. ,, "
. , .

to ano er...; The biaic techniques and/the'similarities and differ6ces .

....
.

in the a proaebes taken by Wilson (1956, 1963), Austin (1961, 1962), and.

Scheffler (1960) are reviewed in an abbreviated\manner:

\t

,.., .

A eihnique for classifying words is advanced by Wilson (1965,

% \
pp. 18=30). .Hips Categories are:: (1) D wriptive. words; 12) Evaluative

words; (3)'Pointer words; .and (4) Interjections.,

Descriptive wordswords describe experiences 1,_r_kluatime_words
.

or deny value, to the'thii)gs'or people they are applied to. Pointer
_ 1

words point, out the sense of any sentence or phrase. Interjections are

words merely 'used to-express feelings.and,notto convey logl.Cal,sense.

SchefflerN(1960) and So/Us (1968) begin an .analysis of,a-concept'

by looking at the type of definition given to the term used to convey

the image of the concept. They have, assigned the term "prbgrampatic"

definitions of'utterances that assign A'or withhold value. A stiOulive
. "' \

definition is the assigning of conventionsjQr the interpretation of a
: \ .

.

term, within a certain context, without regard to familiar usage. bes-

criptiWe definitions not only embody converitlone. governing disci lions
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but also explain the defined terms by giving an account of their prior

usage. "They purport not to economize utterance, but to provide explana-
,

tory accounts of meaning.(Scheffler, 1960, p. 16)."

Wilson (1956, pp. 31-32, 37) assertsChat to

merely to categorize

. .

classify .words, ar

heir 'definitions', in itself is inadequate to-the-

The significance of a sign (although this dis/clarification Of .a term.

cussion is limited to,Words they are. only one of many Sighs)

the Co1 ntextin which it is used. 'Austin (1961) supports this

"

7

deponds/On.

viewpoint,

t alane has meanin a:sentence 24)." Scheffler(1960)

also sugges s thii when he urfites 11
. definitions require to be

. -

Supplemented, if only by some context, with some indication of the usage

taken to be releVant . (p. 17)."

Wilson's techniqUefor the analysis of statements relies heavily

orOverification. 'Verification is a guide to meaning, because the meaning
1P

Of a Statementdepends.largely on its method of verificatln (Wilson,

1956, p. 52)." Wilson's (1956) criteria for verification are:

(1) Discover the Meaning of the statement, i.e. what its
, use is and what sort of thlikg it is intended to communicate.-

(2) -Agree about bow to discover, ,whether it is trueor_not-,---
i.e. about what is to count as acceptable evidence and,ubat
is not. (3) Considerthe evidence and decide (p. 51).

Wilson's fiVe categories'of statements were utilized as one

phase of'the process of verification. These five categories are:'
si

1. Hetaphysical statemgnts--statements which seem to have no
meaning or method,of verification at the present time;

2. Imperative and4attitUde statements -- utterances that express
feeling oxdesire and are the sort of statements not intended
to be trudrOr false;
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3. Value statements - -must contain evaluative or partly evaluative

words, and the purpose of the utterance is to commend or
evaluate;

4. Analytical statements-depend for their truth on a man -made
set of rules, and foncii4 logically from human definitions;, and

5. Empirical statements- -can be verified by tests conducted in
'terms of,sense experience.

Another phgbe of aualysis is the theOry suggested by Austin

(1962) Which takes into account not only the truth. value of staiements .

but also the speech act that is manifested by the person making thavi-

terince. He defines three, types, of speech acts--acts performed when,one

uses language,: locutionary, illocutionarYand perlocutiona
\
ry acts. A

locutionary act is the speakees'act of saying whatever-he says; au il-
4

locUtionary act is. one the speaker performs, saying something' (such

as the act of ordering); a perlocutionary act is .one the speaker performs

10/saying something (such as annoying someone). Austin's cOncern.in

philosophical analysis is not only the verification of an utterance, but

also the tonditimis---Under which'the speaker performs the act and then the
. .

. .
.

. . .

/ _E___
. , .

_____
conseque s of th4 act.

f

k

HOspers (1967)4in.contrast proposes a raSieWork that employs
. .

two types-of ' characteristics of concepts'as /aide in the determination of

the 'proper use,of terms that apply to concepts. `The terms he stipulates

for the characteria cs are "defiping and "acc anying."

.

/
A defining characteri is of a'thing (not only a phyeical thing
but a quality, an activity,,a relatibi,etc.) is a characteristic

° in the absence of which the word would' not be to the
thing (Hospers, 1967,-pp. 23-124).1

Furthermore Hospers (1967) makes this/distinction:

n
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The test of whether a eertain characteristic is defining is
always this: would the same word still apply if the thing lacked
the characteristid? If the answer is no, the characteiistic is
defining if the answer is.yes, it is merely accompanying (p.-24).

Hospers (1967) also suggests that there are intrinsic as well

as relational, characteristics. -Intrinsic characteristics are those

characteristics Oat do not depend on the existence of other t ngs.

Relational charActleristicA,in contrast, depend, on other ings to

make them defining.

. ; . , .

Can ne be sure the choice of the,vonce characteristics ,.

applying 't term is preOse? WaismarrIl 3);. writes, "Try as We may,

no concep(t limited,in such a way-t =t there is no room fo Any doubt.

(,p. 12 . '...

Arguments'for4nd.against
conceptual- analysis

Not everyone
!'

the academic community is;ifizegreerOnt:on the

.useftechniques such.as those employed in-con eptual analysis. .Marcuse:. .

/
./(1964) descr es these techniques as " " . . ademic sado-masochism,

.

. 3

self-hu liation, andself,.-denunciation .of the intellectual Wiese labo
....

do not issue in scientifice tecjinical or like achievement (p. 013)."

-
Further, Marcuse (1964) writes that this specific field of tug)? has

Created,. 'Tmore- illusory problems thgo it-has destroyed (p. 186)."

. .

/8pecificallythose yho argue againsttheuseof ordioary,linguage

analysis.claiM that it impoverishes the richness and the fullness of

concepts; that by ddingtliiSyconcepts are hot ,extrapolated but

1

delimitAtediand.made narrower because Of:in orientation toward behaviorism'

and the that. be,seep., Erickson (1970), for
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example, believes that meaning
,

transcends language. His concern'Oith

- the analysis of concepts through language is that meaning is held "as a
. ,

, .

/property of language, not as a property of things (p. 60).."

Arguing.for strict Operationalism, in contrast, are such authors

as Bridgman (19277%and Benjamin (1955).,..BridgmanWrote, "If we have

more than one set of,operatiohs, we have more than one concept, and

strictly there should be a separaie name to correspond to each different

!.set of.OperatiOns ,(p. 10)." Benjamin (1955);falthoug conceding that
*--. 4

.

. :- ,.
. \

operationalish may not be sitalpable in all instinces,,Wrote, "The task
/

. . 1/ I- , .

of an operational theory ii therefore one of,liating and defining as
4.

,

clearly as rssible the various operations which'enter'into the cogni-
.

Pave -situation (p. 144)."

A perspeCtive of the. usefhin ss ancrlimitations offeMploying

techniques such as conceptual analy is is suggested by Back (

:Any. language must necessarily a strict from the totality o
experience, and:science must be especially*lictive. It is
equally as oneAideo depict/ men as interacting only according

accord

restricted set of rules as. to see their actions entirely in
accord with transcendental .conception (p. 70). _

.--

. .

. . .

This inVresrigation:i then, Apes not provide an unchangeable

description of the concept-program. Rather, the concern is to clarify

the concept program by looking at the use of the term/"progran in
/ .

ordinary language and in the more specialized language of adult educe-
,

-

tion. Flew (1956) further clarifies this point,

It is because use depends on correct usage while this in turn
depends ultimately.upon actual usse that changes in actual
usage can enrich -orinpoverieli-the-conceptual ,Otiipvient provided,
by a language'(p. 3).
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What this investigator suggests is that with the use of conceptual

analysis, ambiguity in the use of "program" may be reduced

and thus the concept program may be communicated in a more lucid manner.

Application in
educational research

1 ' I

Concepts alone have no explanatory or predictive power--only

propositions can serve that function Brodbeck, 1963i p. 68. Propositions

that are commonly employed in edncaticinal research.ihclude assumptions,

postulates, hypotheses, principles:and theories and these indicate

relationships between concepts.

Ambiguity of terms that denote concepts' produce a blurred, undepend-
).-

able.description.resulting not only in unreliable Communication but also

nonmeasurable research. "Propositio s that include aftbiguouti concepts

are untestable by observatiOn,' hehc indeterminate C4eehan 1968, p. 36)."

The importanCe of one type -of propositiOn.and the relatiOnships
..

between-concepts is shown by Gagne' (1965), "Principis are chains of

concepts that'make.up what is' generally called knowledge (p. 141)"." Thus,
\

for" a concept to have utility wilin a Proposition it must first be clari-

fied as an entity. Wilson (196 ). emphasizes' that questions of concept

must be resolved prior to their inclusion as useful' elements in proposi7

tions.

It is important not only o isolate the questions of concept from
other considerations, bu to deal with them first: because con-
siderations of fact and raliiy cannot be relevantly applied at
all.until one has work "out just -ghat they are supposed to be,
applied to (p. 25).
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Procedures

Three stages ofinvestigation were employed'in this study.

First, Varioui Senses:. the term "program" in ordinary language were

delineated from dictilonary definitions and granmatical differences.
Ir

Following this, statements and phrases containing "program" Were sub-
,

jected to analysis'based on the techniquei-suggest6 by the philosophers
. .

who engage themselves in Ordinary language analysia. Second, asearCh

was made of theiiteraturel of adult education.as a source of special

meanings and as aftorigin'of defining characteristics of "program" and

'11

accompanying characteristics of program. Third, the'defining and ompani-

ing charact istics were utilized to construct a typology,,--This typology.

,

ans for analyzing guidelineswas employed as aMet re to to program

.

.

.

and for postulating relationships between Variablesassociated with
I .

. . -,

program.

Results

Ordinary Language Usa

Four senses of the term "Program".Wee extracted on the basic6:4-

dictionary definitions and_tha meaning derived; from,_ the'originof_the tern

program." /Further, it was shown that the term "program" has two gram-

matical forms: (1) as a noun; and (2) as a transitive verb. "Is it

possible to see a program?" is an example ofthermula form use of

,"program.. "Is it possible to see someone program ?" is an example:of.

the verb form use of "program." The:four senses of. "program" were assigned,

the terms "systenv" "plan," "document," arid "perfOrMance."



("Program" in the seneeLstip ated by the term "system" is,

,illustrated in the example,:"The Boy SCOui program is in everycounty."

"Program" in the-senst stipnlited by "plan" is illustrated in tht example,
. .

.. .

"The racing propel today includes-nine races." "Program" inrhe-sense

stipulated by "doCument" is illustrated by the example, "Let pia, bee

your racing program." ,'Program" in the sense. stipulated'bY :"performance"

is illustiaied in the example, "I really enjoyed the racing program

today.

...

Techniques suggested by Austin (1962, 1961) were utilized to

verify meanings associated with."program" inavariety of utterances.
. .. 9

This analysis did not reject the notion that four senses of "program'''.

e-ist, and in addition, the analysis, revealed that the term maybe used

, :

/ ,-

l:

%.

/in utterances where it has no meaning at Alli but is used merely as a word
i

l.

.\

_tin.anlissertion. that is intended to provoke action entirely, unrelated to

the meaning intended in 'the words of the assertion. Furthermore,

analysis revealed that under some conditions theact that_is intended

/ by, the use of-the term "program'in relationship to other terms, may not\.

/ 'be verified because the. act is somehow not carried out. .

.

A range of meaning for each sense of the term. Was extracted. from
. , .

.

.. ,

examples-of utterances in Ordinary language.
\

\"Ptogram" in the sense of

* system might denOte a. range of from an idea or thing defined as a complex

organization:to an idea or thing defined as a aociarsystemttwhat was

definedas a syStem. "Program". in-the :sense of plan is used to denote

.a mental formulation of .a manner or method of:procedure that is to be

followed in a future course-of action. The range in what wouldbe denoted

I-
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the use Ofthe term "program" in 'this sense appeared to depend on

.--

---amount,-.of detail in the plan. "Piogram" in,the sense of dOcument

lea to denote graphic reprosece.ationd.itanging from what was termed

,

*httCannouncement" to et extensively detailed ianneror method *of--

"Progtam".in the sense .of performance refers to the .eUgage..;

. .

of one or more persons in an activity.' The eXtent/of involvemento,f
,

,
.,. ,,

:tcipants, and the danner.of assessing that involvement, are criteria.
- .

.

, . . ..

determine if the teim "program"-ii applied to.tiei sense.

Lt_educatIon,usages, ,

, .

Examples, of ltat nti. by authors in the literature of adult/
. _

:dam. were selected and analyied for use of the term " program."

of' the fOur,sen4es found in the ordinary anguage analysis were

Lly identifiible-in the context of statement4 by authors. No uneqUi-
,

o

it example of -the use of'"pregtacrinthe sense t document was

_ .

0 in thifksearchEowever, severallexaMplesWereshown than, inferted

se of,the tbtmin,thii-ienke,and therefore the use:ofthis'sense of,

-1m" was no rejected.
. ,

- --- 0
, A

Severak:ex4mples-re4ealed_t t-T-program" is employed aR AA)ropet_ .

The term "program,." In those instances, ix used' with' ottwrieria;-1-----,-

i

'. . -1 i

- / /`.,,--'.0'. 0- ,,,'particular -

lePote a particular thing only, e.g., Midwest Program on Airborne
, . . . / .

!vision InstiUciion and Barringtoti Adult Education Program. Tin this

ie of the analysis', it appeared thitt ''program" when used in this sense

L common ndun, is used to denote a Unique sysem4.1.e.,,one with

Ational activities.
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as useCin-the;sense of plea' were identified' in, the literature of adult.
/

education. -4/wide range of.activity:was denoted by .the 'term "prograM

13

olf
".!

Both the noun form and the verb form of the terM,"program"

.

in.thesenseof-peifotrance by authors of.articles in adult education.
..:

. 'The ordinary-languageanalYsis-and the analysis' of uses of

,.

"program-" in adult education were utili ed as the basis for seletfing

:defining characteristics of "progam" it various senses. On the basisi
of defining charactteristics, it Waerevealed that there are five concepts

to which the term "program" may be applied. Theadditional concept was ."

, ...

made. apparent whendefinine _characteristle0 were. assigned toeack,of the
7

four senses .identifiedin the..Ordinary" language_analria. At that point
.._:----

it became clear that the proceits;Of-planning'ie.a_separateconceOt and
1

_

ti

canno Je attached as part of'one of thoother/conceptd because at least

one criterion in the defining/characteristics is different. Mental formu-

lation is the produce; mentally formulating_is_the-protess. They appear

to be separate concepts.

- -----
.-Aocompanylng characteristics were eictracted'from-st&teMats by

\

I

authors of article's in ihe\literature of adult education. Theseye*e

grouped and discuised in.categOriee-
\

termed. "content,":,"possession;"

.

'"method," "tine,!' and "space." The choice of relaii4ely vaguefternswai

,deliberate in an effort to withhold the implication that they des g ated
N .

opeiatfOnal concepts. The'accompanying characteristics werCektracted

'from statements based' on the assumption_ that' they might apply toany of

he concepts denoted by "progrem.:"
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languageAlso investigated was the language associated with ;;computer tech-

nolo:1k and the. specialized definitions, that have been assigned to the

'
term"progratZ."..WhileitapPears that the temdenotes a specific entity

in tat'technology;'Severalexamplesfrom the literature show attempts.

to clarify that concept by dtipulative definitions and the use Of miodifiers,

with the term .>rogram."

: The .term "programmatic" was also explored. \n inference was.

"'.made that the ambiguity in the, use of "program" would follow to this
.

I

Ale#Ivative term.

A Construct of Program

The defining characteezaCs that were stipulated for the five

senses of "programi" and.the accompanying characteristics:extracted from

the literature of adult education, were: ttiliZed to. construct a typology.

Each set of defining _characteristics attributed to'"Orograehas at leasti4.

_one variable within it. These variables Wereplacedon ordinal scalesii

An!.underlying assumption is that they are measurable. No attempt was made

...----

1
to operationaliZe the accomPanying charatteriatics as measurable variables.

--- -,./.
,

--11 Several selected*guidaines-relatingito the program development

1 __

/ .
.

'process were utiliZed t test, application of the typology, as a means

--- /
/ ..:. !.

of identifying independentintervening, andldependent variables: In\
.

n

,.. j
several,casesiadditional-postuiates were formulated to illustrate hov .._,

It

the typology might be-utilized. Although there is an.Underlyimassumption

. . . , / ,

that each concept has: a" criterion withinits defining charac=.

teristici themeasurement most often was referred to the criterion in the
--,.-

'
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..., .2 .........--- ,.

defining.charaCteristicsof"program" in the],tenseof performanCe.
. .

.

'lliSed on the-prodominance-ofl-use of.xhili-efitefiOn-fOr "program"

.
1

.
.

.

.

.

. . .

--. , in the.senSe of performance; -a conjecture may be -raised that all of the::.

senses of _"piogram" are linking variables; that is, one sense. is. always
- ..

dependent on another sense. FUrthermore it may be, sum/Tel-chat 'there

is a'sysiematic order which floWs naturally (from one sense to another',
.

'and. bised'op this,.those defining characteristics that fall between the

independent and dependent variable (in the systematic order) are always

'intervening variables.-Alowever it is likely that thisiflienomenon is due .

iF

to the definingIcharacteristics stipulated for each sense of "prcgram."

In addition such a conjecture is not valid if.the assumption\of independ-

ence.for each.sense of "program" hold's.

C.> Conclusions.

'One can conjuret7the essence of five different ideas or things

denOced by the-term "program." The-investigator concludes that there

are fivedifferentconcepts to.which theterm ."prograue:,may be applied..O
-.. : - ,

The notion-ofbdefining characteristics is, Useful in :separating the images

one has of the:fide concepts. Accompanying.characteristics allow foilthe
, ... ,_... --

.

-, /
.expqnsion of the :-.cepts-io include these ideas or things ordinarily and

i.

.-----
specifical- ly denoted by the term "prOgram," but within the limits' dictated

17 the definingcharacterietics.

)\

The defining-characteristics, although selected oh the bitais of

the :analysis are arbitrary. The conclusion is not made that' thedef ining

characteristics for each sense of program,are irrevocable and final..
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'A: lio specific.conclusioe bftond this.investigatiOn is made about,'

theusefulness of the iypolOgy developed- in this study. the investigator
..

,

.,found it to tie, a'neeful.eonstruct for, visualizing tfe early stages of' a
. . .

. 4.. :
.

, .

.

.
.

research design and for ;interpreting guidelinee as they relate to.the'

.,..-
varioWs.cOncepts:denoted by '"programi," A general donclitaidn is that

thie:typology might betome-"a :useful intl'in
.

tesearchdeS n provided. that
t

.
the-accompanying characteristics ihatserve'ea.variabieh re operation7

..,,- ,

.
c ,

eci

4%'?

,\Iml!.icationz(

Several implications for the adult educatOr result from this

study. First, the term "program" must be explicitly defined if it is to

be employed as a symbed to communicate a concept within a supposedly

. utieful principle. "Program' .-46W:used aMbiguOusly in the Alter r

,

oridult educe on and therefore is not a useful term, in many instances,

in dle principles now promulgated.

Second, the use of the' terM "program" should not be abandoned

and replaced byteims'auch as thoie used inthe study. to identify the

various,sensii in which the term is employed. This is implied since

those terms, too, are used ambigouily. Rather, there p! an implication

that the term "program" can be separated into senses by theutilization

of the notion of defining and accompanying charadtaristic

Third, Hosper's (1967).notfon of.defining and accompanying'eharac-

teristics is.a basis on Which-other central tetevaneconcepps in the field

of adult education could be clarified.
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Fourth, the major implication revolves around the assumption

that each of.the five concepts denoted-by "program" is, independent of
. .

the others. Can someone take a make-belive microphone in hand and take
/

part in h program without progrirMiing.and without a program? Or can

Someone'have a program before the program and disregard it during the

,piogram? .doctrine of infelicities, 1962). Trtie implication,
a .

.,--.--,

Afi,:':thatjfthere is caAse-effeCt.rdlationship between variois senses

of "program,!!...etg;,-14.anOillt-to.plant.pla016.0ment, dpcUMent .0

,

...

: perforMance, th*further stUdy,\Mustibe_mAde Ofthe various things that
vw "4

/

can go wrong and which-mitigatefthe cause- effect relationship. It is
)

these variables' which mitigitd the cause-effect relationships that-the

practitioner must also be able to contrOl'in order to..effect the- print

ciples that' ordinarily flow-fFmreSeArCh results. .

.

.
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